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EARLY
LY-MORNING VISITORS
Zorro the fox had died of sadness, curled around the broken body of his beloved owner. He was happier now—as
a ghost—rooting around in the quiet of the night behind
the garbage cans at the end of the lane. He knew that at
any time he could turn around and trot back up to the
house, fade through the wall, and curl up at the foot of his
new master’s sleeping bag. He looked up at the sound of a
breaking twig. A human had appeared. A lady—dressed in
a shabby gray dress—was standing watching the farm. His
master’s territory.
Zorro’s nose twitched. By her side, nearly invisible in
the moonlight, was another woman. Almost identical—a
little younger perhaps—but sharing the same pinched
hawk-like features. The older woman stood hunched against

the cold night, but this younger one seemed oblivious to
its chill. She turned and nodded to what was surely her
sister, and with that small movement, she faded slightly,
her hair merging with the darkness like threads spun from
the night itself. Zorro pressed himself into the shadow of
the cans, for she, like him, was a ghost, and strange ghosts
usually meant danger. The two women started to walk
toward his master’s house, eventually disappearing into
the darkness. Ignoring the tantalizing scent of yesterday’s
chicken dinner in the nearest garbage can, he turned and
padded soundlessly after the sinister pair.
Zorro watched from the edge of the farmyard as the
ghost sister faded effortlessly through the bolted door of
the cottage. He preferred to slink through the closed glass
door, and this he did, appearing in the small gap between
the refrigerator and the wall.
Across the room, the boy was cocooned in a sleeping
bag on the sofa. From upstairs Zorro could hear the sound
of snoring. His master’s father? One of those who couldn’t
see him. A window in the kitchen was ajar, and the ghost
signaled to her sister outside, pointing to the gap.
Her sister’s long, bony arm reached in and undid the
latch for the main window. There was a slight click and the
ghost glanced at the bulging sleeping bag, seeming relieved
to see no movement from the child safely tucked inside.

Dead to the world.
The ghost giggled as her older sister clambered in
through the window.
“You do look funny, Agnes,” she said teasingly. “A
very unlikely cat burglar!”
The older sister scowled as she climbed carefully down.
“Hush! Stop playing the fool, Nancy. We have work to do.”
The living sister, Agnes, reached into the folds of her
dress. There was a flash of silver in the moonlight, and
the smirk fell from Nancy’s lips as she saw the knife in her
sister’s hands. Zorro tensed, the fur on the back of his neck
lifting.
“Darling Agnes, is this really necessary?”
Her sister nodded. “I’m afraid it is, dear Nancy.”
Her hand reached out for the sleeping bag, and gently
began to peel it backward.
Slowly . . .
Zorro sniffed the air.
Slowly . . .
He had smelled something.
Slowly . . .
Or rather he’d smelled the absence of something.
Agnes paused, then whipped the sleeping bag from the
sofa. There was no boy, only pillows.
It was as Zorro had thought. The boy’s unique scent

was old. He wasn’t in the sleeping bag. He wasn’t even in
the house.
The older sister cursed and looked at the younger, who
clapped her hands together with relief. “The Wormling
lives to fight another day! I was rather rooting for him.”
The older sister frowned. “It’s not a game, Nancy.” Her
eyes narrowed. “Besides, there is more than one way to
skin a rat.”
An excited smile spread across Nancy’s face. “Father’s
special legacy? Did you bring it?” She glanced at her sister.
“But isn’t it rather . . . severe?”
Her sister shook her head. “Don’t be so silly, Nancy. It’s
an antique. And completely inappropriate. I don’t believe
the Wormling is even here. He must be on his assignment.”
Her brow furrowed. “A day earlier than arranged. No matter, Plan B is already operational.”
The smile dropped from her sister’s lips. “Plan B is
dreadfully cruel, Agnes . . .”
Her sister slipped the knife back into the folds of her
dress and nodded. “Yes. I’m afraid it is.”
There was something about the look in her eyes that
made Zorro feel very uncomfortable indeed.

PLAN B
Of the two children hiding in the park, only one of them
was dead. The circumstances that had led Jake, a living
boy, to be squatting behind a neatly trimmed hedge with
Cora Sanderford, the ghost of a long-dead schoolgirl, were
complicated to say the least. But it’s enough to know that
they shared an unlikely friendship of the sort that could
only arise from them having saved the world together—
not once, but twice.
They weren’t saving the world now, though. They
were on an assignment. An assignment from the Embassy
of the Dead.
“Remind me again why we can’t do this tomorrow
morning, like the Embassy asked?” whispered Cora. “It’s

most unlike you to break protocol. You’re normally such a
stickler for the rules.”
Jake ignored her. This evening he was staying at his
mom’s house. Creeping out of there without her noticing
was a different matter entirely. Besides, she had a better
selection of breakfast cereal than Dad.
He pulled his hoodie over his head and tugged the drawstrings tight so just his nose could be seen. It was cold and
a bit damp—his least favorite type of weather. Jake looked
at his phone. It was six a.m. and the sun was beginning
to poke from behind the trees that ringed the edge of the
park. It was the same hedge that he had climbed through
to get into the park. He had the thin scratches on the
backs of his forearms to show for it. Soon a groundskeeper
would unlock the high gates and the park would fill with
dog-walkers and children cutting through the grounds on
their way to school. For now, the park was empty, and
a thin mist drifted across the ruins of an ancient priory
that had once dominated the surrounding villages but now
served mainly as a location for dogs to urinate.
Despite the reluctance of all concerned, and because of
his ability to see ghosts, Jake had been given the dubious
honor of becoming the Embassy of the Dead’s youngest
Undoer: a member of the living enlisted to help ghosts
trapped on the Earthly Plane to pass on to the Afterworld.

His friend Cora was his assistant, but he didn’t call her
that. Not to her face anyway.
It was the sort of job that meant he had to sneak out
of his dad’s house at four a.m., and bike from his village
to the next, to Undo a ghost. His dad would start work
at five a.m., and when he poked his head around the door
of Jake’s room—like he always did—it would still be dark.
Jake had stuffed the bed with pillows in the rough shape
of a sleeping child.
He turned a file over in his hands and illuminated the
words in the soft glow of his phone screen.

DIGBY MINTER
Bird-Watcher

1940–1981
TYPE: medium-level poltergeist
He looked over at Cora, then back down at the file.
Recent reports in the local news of twigs being
thrown at dog-walkers have been confirmed by
this auditor as supernatural activity.
Twigs! It was hardly the most terrifying of ghostly
activity. That reassured Jake immensely. Despite his

unlikely career direction, he was highly averse to danger.
He read on.
The nearest audited ghost is recorded as being
Digby Minter, a medium-level poltergeist who has
been waiting to be Undone since 1981. Because of
this new activity—and its effect on the living—it
has been decided to upgrade his status to Urgent.
CAUSE OF DEATH: accidentally crushed by a

bulldozer while protesting against the building of
the Hurlingford Bypass.
Then there was a signature:

Emerson Penceford
Ghost Auditor, the Embassy of the Dead
Cora tutted. “A road which we now know never got
built anyway.”
Jake nodded. They’d done their research. Every spirit
trapped on the Earthly Plane had a reason for their predicament—one usually caused by some kind of trauma
surrounding their death. Digby Minter’s had been traumatic to say the least.

Jake glanced again at Cora. Her eyes were eagerly scanning the misty lawns. Like all ghosts, Cora had a reason for
not having passed to the Afterworld. She’d had such high
expectations of her adult life that when she died young,
her spirit had lingered. Unlike most ghosts, though, Cora
Sanderford didn’t experience the “longings”—an unfortunate
emotional side effect of being stuck on the Earthly Plane.
A wise old ghost had explained the feeling to Jake once.
It’s like there’s a thread from your heart all the way to
the Afterworld, and all those that you loved that died and
didn’t get stuck are tugging on it, trying to get you where you
belong . . . with them.
He smiled at the memory of his friend Stiffkey’s Undoing. It had been Jake’s first one. He could still picture the
look of happiness that had passed across Stiffkey’s face
before he had disappeared into the Afterworld.
Cora glanced over at him. “Why are you smiling like a
weirdo, Precious?”
Jake pretended to ignore the nickname she’d given him
when they’d first met. He’d fainted at the sight of what
he thought was his own blood. Cora never let him forget
that it had actually been ketchup. He cleared his throat.
“Digby Minter is still haunting the Earthly Plane because
he thinks he died for nothing. So if we let him know that
the highway never actually got built . . .”

Cora finished the sentence. “He’ll pass on to the Afterworld—in short, he’ll be Undone!”
They high-fived, and Jake felt a familiar chill as his hand
passed soundlessly through hers. He touched his hoodie,
feeling for his pendant necklace—a large tooth hanging from
a cord—a memento of a brief trip into the Afterworld. He
had found it in the branches of the Hangman’s tree, sunk
deep within the still waters of the Eternal Void.
Its presence was enough to fill him with a certain
confidence.
“And that will be our third successful Undoing. We
have the most out of any of the new Undoers, I think.”
Cora scratched the tip of her nose. “Lucky you’ve got
me helping you. Sanderfords always excel in their chosen
field . . . That’s what my father used to say.” She looked
down at her hockey stick. “I guess it’s just a matter of
agreeing what your chosen field should be.”
She swung her hockey stick at a weed and watched
with satisfaction as the head was severed from the roots,
flying over the lawns and sticking in the ruined masonry
of the priory.
“He would have liked it here. Always wanted me to
follow in his footsteps and study history.” She rolled her
eyes. “But who wants to live in the past when there’s a
present to explore?”
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She laughed. But to Jake, it didn’t sound like she’d
convinced herself. He thought of the time when his mom
and dad had split up. That was the past. They were both
happy now, living their separate, slightly overlapping,
grown-up lives. But it had taken Jake a while to get used
to it. In a mixed-up, messed-up way, it had been him coming to terms with his own history that let him exist in the
present at all.
He tried to think about how to explain in a way that
Cora might appreciate. But he couldn’t figure it out.
Instead he just nodded. He’d learned it was easiest to just
agree with Cora, even if his compliance did sometimes lead
him into danger.
“It does seem strange Digby’s haunting here, doesn’t it?
Hurlingford must be thirty miles away.”
Cora shrugged. “Maybe he’s started to roam a little bit.
Because of the long wait to be Undone.”
Jake scratched his head. “Is that a thing?” He reached
for his backpack and took out a book titled The Book of the
Dead. It was a guide to the dead, and more. He’d been presented with a copy at the ceremony when he’d officially
become an Undoer.
Cora suddenly tensed, and her hockey stick materialized in her hand. Her eyes lit up with excitement. “Look!”
In the distance—about a hundred yards from where
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they hid—a large robed figure shuffled across the lawns,
its hunched form flickering between transparency and
solidity.
“It’s Digby Minter!” She looked at Jake and smiled.
“I’ll wait with Sab.”
Sab was Jake’s best friend. Sab had used to be insensitive to the presence of ghosts—in fact, Sab was pretty
insensitive in general—but recently he’d started to show
signs of being able to see some things, things that the
average person couldn’t. On the train back from their last
adventure, he’d seen Cora for the first time. There had
been a lot of explaining to do, and the Embassy of the Dead
had been informed. At the moment, Sab was outside the
park guarding his and Jake’s bikes.
“Time to do your stuff, Wormling!” Cora called as she
walked away.
Jake made a face at the slightly embarrassing code name
the Embassy of the Dead had given him. He put the book
carefully back in his backpack and slung the bag over his
shoulder, watching Cora slink away. Only a member of
the living could Undo a ghost. The mere presence of Cora
nearby would make it harder for that process to happen—
something to do with the spectral energies of the two
ghosts interfering.
Jake stood up and started walking toward the man.
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It was funny. No matter how many encounters he’d had
with ghosts, Jake still felt on edge when he first met one.
This time was no different.
He called out, “Excuse me . . . Mr. Minter?” Jake didn’t
want to startle him.
The hooded form stopped suddenly and looked sharply
toward him.
Jake blinked.
There was something strange about the figure. Why
would a bird-watcher be wearing robes?
Jake cleared his throat. “I have some news for you. It’s
about the Hurlingford Bypass.”
The figure groaned, turned, and started shambling,
zombie-like, toward him.
Something was wrong. Something was very wrong.
“Jake? Jake? Are you there?” A tiny voice was calling out
his name. At first, Jake thought he’d pocket-dialed his mom
somehow. Then he realized the sound was coming from his
backpack, not the pocket where he kept his phone. “Jake?”
He took his backpack off and knelt to rummage through
it. The ghostly figure was shuffling slowly nearer.
Jake retrieved an intricately carved box from his
backpack. It was his Necrommunicator—a direct line to
Wilkinson, his handler at the Embassy of the Dead. It was
Wilkinson who had assigned him the Digby Minter case.
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Jake pushed the drawer open slightly and involuntarily
shuddered at the sight of the dead mouse. Its shriveled
remains would channel Wilkinson’s voice and actions for
the duration of the call.
“I’m in the middle of something . . .” whispered Jake,
looking nervously at the robed figure as it came nearer still.
Digby Minter was a very large, imposing figure—that was
the sort of information Jake would have liked to have seen
in the file. So he could have prepared himself.
“Ah, the Minter case,” said Wilkinson through the
mouse. “Our second case
together, and I’m very
pleased that you’ve still
not been lost. I’m pleasantly surprised.”
Jake blinked. Lost
was the word Wilkinson used instead of
killed—something
killed
which seemed to
be one of the more
unfortunate side
effects of the job.
Jake watched the
large ghost nervously.

Each stumbling step brought
the robed, hunched figure
closer. “Yes. The Minter
case, I’m just about to
Undo Digby Minter,”
he said. “At least I think
I am—”
“About that, actually . . .”
interrupted the mouse. Its
little nose twitched—an
echo of what Wilkinson
was doing, far away at
a
the Embassy of the Dead.
“Where is that stapler?”
it muttered to itself.
The ghost was now only
twenty yards away, and
Jake could see him clearly.
He was clad in rough brown
robes, which were tied at
a
the waist with rope. A pale
fleshy face hung low between
giant shoulders, sandaled feet leaving no trace on the dewy
ground. Jake squinted at a grainy passport photograph of
Digby Minter that was paper-clipped to the top of the file.
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There wasn’t much resemblance.
The mouse had fallen silent.
Jake sighed impatiently. “Is it urgent?”
The mouse nodded. “Very urgent. I just need to make
sure this pile of papers is correctly stapled . . .”
There was another long pause.
“And?” Jake spluttered.
“Ah, here it is! Yes. What were we talking about again?
Oh, yes. Mr. Minter. Turns out he was already Undone. A
filing error by my predecessor, I’m afraid.”
Jake looked up as the ghost, just ten yards away, let out
a low groan.
“So who is this ghost?”
“No idea,” came the reply. There was another short
pause. “Actually some idea . . . There is a small possibility
it’s the ghost of a monk, a Wandering Wight. The Embassy
has been tracking him across Europe—last seen in France.
Very dangerous. It seems he’s on a never-ending pilgrimage of sites of religious interest. There’s not one near you,
is there?”
Jake looked around the ruins of the old monastery.
“Er . . . yes?”
The mouse continued. “Well, if this ghost you’re seeing
now is him, then don’t let him know you’re sensitive to
his presence. He feeds on the energies of sensitive types
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like you. And get out of the grounds of whatever building
he’s visiting. The report says he can’t leave sacred grounds
until he is ready to move to the next place.”
Jake blinked as the mouse frowned. At least he thought
it frowned. It was hard to tell on account of it being a
mouse.
“We lost Badluck, an Undoer in our Paris division, at
Notre Dame. A neat chap. Very well groomed. Apparently he didn’t see the monk coming and . . .” The mouse
fell silent again.
“And what?” Jake shook the box, but the mouse lay still
and unresponsive, as though Wilkinson’s spirit had suddenly left the dehydrated rodent.
Jake blinked. Thirty seconds ago, he had believed he
was waving to the ghost of a bird-watcher to discuss the
rerouting of the Hurlingford Bypass; now he realized he’d
accidentally hailed a Wandering Wight that wanted to
feast on his soul.
Jake looked up. The monk had disappeared.
Get off the sacred ground.
He turned to run, but it was too late. He felt strong
arms wrap around his neck, choking him, pulling him
downward, enveloping him in the flapping robes of the
monk. He smelled a waft of sour wine and dust in the air
as the Wandering Wight prepared to consume his soul . . .
17

DRAINING
It’s hard to describe the feeling of your spirit energy being
drained from your body. At first, when Jake felt the huge
forearms of the Wandering Wight wrap tightly around
his neck, it was a sudden electric jolt of panic. Though he
could sense the strength of the monk and feel the choking pressure of his arms, when he clawed at the Wight’s
wrists, Jake’s fingers seemed to pass through them, like he
was clawing at thin air. Then, as the energy flowed from
his body to the monk’s, the panic was replaced by a calm
stillness and endless thoughts. Big thoughts about his mom
and dad and their separate lives, thoughts about school,
even thoughts about trivial things like playing computer
games. Then finally a feeling of tiredness, an inescapable fatigue—sleep creeping through his body—and for a
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moment he was curled up in the sleeping bag on the sofa
bed, and his dad was poking his head around the door, the
whispered words “I love you” drifting into the distance,
until there was just numbness broken only by a short, stabbing pain in his hand.
“I love you, too, Dad,” he whispered, waking up.
He was back—back in the park, his fist clenched around
the tooth that hung from his neck, feeling the pain of its
sharp edges digging into his palm and a strange power flowing into his body. Jake was awake and struggling against
the monk’s viselike grip, a rage taking hold of him now,
refusing to let him give in. This time, his fingers seemed
to reach through the thin air. The power of the tooth was
allowing him to grasp the monk’s arms as though he was
a living, breathing person. Jake’s fingernails dug into soft
flesh, and the monk grunted in pain and surprise, loosening
his hold. Jake dropped and twisted from the grip, and for
a second, they stood staring at each other . . . until Jake
turned and ran, going as fast as he could, gasping for air,
stumbling across the lawns of the ruined priory.
He looked back over his shoulder. The monk was following him, loping across the grass with surprising speed.
Jake tried to take a shortcut over a low section of ruined
wall, but he tripped, his legs refusing to move the way he
wanted, and he fell, the sharp flint edges ripping through
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his pants. Then he was back on his feet, running toward
some park gates.
Get off the sacred ground.
He reached the gates. They were closed. Cora was
nowhere to be seen, but Sab was sitting, guarding the
bicycles.
“What’s up, Freak?” he asked, looking up from his phone.
Jake was gasping for breath. He put his foot on the high
gate and began to climb. “Wrong ghost!” he managed to
splutter. “Soul-sucking Wight!”
Sab peered through the gates. “I can’t see anything.”
Jake quickly turned his head. The monk was lumbering
ever closer. He looked angry. Jake grabbed one of the iron
spikes and pulled himself higher.
“He can’t leave the grounds of the priory. I’ve got to
get out.”
Sab scratched his nose. “So we’re going? Good, I need
something to eat before school starts—I’m starving.”
Jake straddled the top of the gate, carefully avoiding
a spike. And just in time. The monk had reached the
boundary. He reached for Jake’s leg, his fingers clutching
at Jake’s shoe. Jake yanked it free from his grasp, tumbling over the top of the gate and falling to the ground
outside the park.
From an aching pile on the ground he looked at the
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Wight on the other side of the gate. Their eyes locked and
for a second Jake felt sorry for the ghost. Who knew what
trauma had sentenced him to a deathtime as a Wandering
Wight?
“Can you really not see anything?” he asked Sab, not
taking his eyes from the monk.
Sab squinted. “Something. A shimmer maybe. I think
I’m getting better at this.” He beamed proudly.
Jake stood up and brushed the dirt from his school
pants, watching as the Wight stepped backward from the
gate and slowly disappeared to nothing. He sighed. “That
was too close. When I saw that the gate was locked, I
thought I was a goner!”
“Locked?” asked Sab. He reached forward and turned
the handle, swinging the gate open. “It’s open. I realized
just after you’d squeezed through the hedge earlier.”
Jake glared. “Why didn’t you tell me?”
Sab shrugged and got on his bike. “I wondered why you
were trying to climb over it.”
Jake looked around. “Where’s Cora?”
“Just coming,” said a voice. Cora was standing behind an
information board that was positioned away from the gated
entrance. “I was reading up about the ruined priory . . .” She
made a face at Sab. “Can you see me, Freak?” she asked,
adopting Sab’s nickname for Jake.
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Sab smiled. “I can a little. You’re wearing a weird straw
hat.”
Cora ignored Sab’s comment about her hat and turned
to Jake. “Did you Undo Digby then, Precious?”
Jake shook his head. “Not exactly. An angry monk
almost killed me.”
She rolled her eyes. “Any excuse.”
But Jake didn’t notice. He was taking his phone out of
his pocket. A message had arrived.
Just making sure you’re up and ready for school,
Dad x

His dad always signed his text messages like he’d never
used a phone before. Jake tapped away on his own phone.
Yup x

It wasn’t a lie. He was up. And he was as ready for
school as he would ever be.
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THE MISSION
(7:45 A.M.)
The barbershop on the main road had closed down. It
wasn’t the sort of thing Jake would normally notice, especially after the morning he’d had, but it seemed to have
happened over the weekend. Now a white van was parked
outside and a gray-haired man was heaving boxes of books
from the back of the van onto the sidewalk. And to be honest, it was the most exciting thing that was happening on
the main road at that particular moment—which wasn’t
saying much at 7:35 a.m.
Cora had planned the mission to the park with military precision to allow the boys enough time to bike the
six miles to the small town where Jake and Sab went to
school afterward. Unfortunately the unexpected presence of a Wandering Wight and Jake’s hasty exit meant
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they now had an hour to kill before the school gates even
opened.
They were sitting with their bikes on the main road,
waiting for the café to open. Cora had spent the bike ride
possessing her old school trophy, which was safely tucked
into Jake’s backpack. This was a side effect of her haunting—she was bound to a silver trophy Jake had taken from
her old school’s display cabinet. When the lid was open,
she was out; when the lid was closed, she was stuck inside.
Even when she was out, she couldn’t venture more than
thirty or so yards from the trophy, so Jake had to carry it
everywhere.
“You’re a bit like a genie!” Sab had joked when Jake and
Cora had first explained this to him. “Except without the
three wishes!”
“That’s a terrible genie!” Jake had laughed until he saw
Cora’s glowering face. Cora would tease Jake mercilessly,
and occasionally she didn’t mind him teasing her back.
Sometimes, though, Jake forgot that she really hated being
confined to her trophy.
Freed from it now, Cora leaned silently on her hockey
stick as Jake and Sab opened their packed lunches approximately five hours before they were supposed to have started
them—completing their daily ritual of switching one or
two of their sandwiches to increase the variety. Sab’s mom
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made him ham, cheese, and iceberg lettuce. Jake, when he
was at his dad’s, made his own, usually cheese and pickle.
Together the three children—two living, one dead—
watched the gray-haired man lift a big box from the back
of his van. He was the sort of person who could most
politely be described as crumpled-looking. Beneath the
mop of unruly gray hair was a lined and careworn face. He
was wearing a tweedy jacket with suede elbow patches
and a pair of faded green corduroy pants ending above
some battered brown leather shoes. A pair of reading
glasses hung from his neck. The man put the box down
and wiped the sweat from his brow with a sleeve. Then,
groaning slightly with
the exertion, he
picked the box
up again and
disappeared
into the old
barbershop,
a small unit
tucked between
a permanently
shuttered
garage and the
convenience

store that only allowed two schoolchildren in at a time.
Cora wandered across the road. Even though she was
already dead—if she was hit by a car, it would simply pass
straight through her—it didn’t stop Jake from wincing at
the way she casually strolled across roads without looking. Also, he thought in annoyance, they had agreed that
in public she would at least make some kind of effort to
stay hidden, just in case a passing member of the public
happened to be sensitive to the presence of ghosts. It was
simpler that way, but difficult to get Cora to actually agree
to stay inside her trophy or even keep to the shadows. Of
course, they could have closed the trophy and she’d have
been sucked back inside, whether she wanted to go or not.
It was just that it was always better to get her permission
rather than deal with an incredibly angry ghost the next
time they opened the trophy.
Naturally Jake’s technique for crossing the road was
much more cautious. After carefully looking both ways
and back again, he joined her browsing through a box of
old books outside the shop, leaving Sab to enjoy his mini
chocolate cake in peace. (“We don’t share everything, Jake.
Some things—like mini chocolate cakes—are sacred.”)
“What kind of bookshop is it?” Jake asked Cora through
a mouthful of sandwich. Though to be honest, he wasn’t
particularly interested.
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Cora shrugged. “A dusty one.” She paused. Her eyes
narrowed. “Although this book might be of interest to
us.” She pointed to a faded blue book, the spine of which
was facing upward from the box. Jake scratched his head.
It had no title.
She looked at him with that half smile she had. Jake was
never sure if she was laughing with him or at him.
“Why are you smiling like that?”
She raised her eyebrows.
“What?” He laughed, looking at the book again. The
laughter died on his lips as he saw what she could see.
Where once the spine had been plain, now a symbol
appeared, embossed in silver: a triple cross.
Jake groaned.
“The logo of the Embassy of the Dead.” A voice sounded
from the inside of the shop. The man was standing just
inside the doorway, a bundle of books tucked under one arm.
“Greetings, Wormling,” he said, using Jake’s Undoer
name. “We’ve been expecting you . . .”

27

THE DEMONOLOGIST
Considering that yesterday the bookshop had been a busy
barbershop, the strange man had made incredible progress.
Jake gazed around in wonder at the old books that lined
the walls. The shop looked like it had opened centuries
ago and—in all that time—had seen approximately zero
customers.
Cora looked at the man. “Are you a ghost?” she asked
bluntly.
The man frowned at her. “No. Well, yes. For the purpose of my visits to the Earthly Plane . . .” The man fished
into his jacket pocket and pulled out a gray handkerchief,
some coins, a folded bus ticket, and a dented business card.
He held out the card to Cora, who glanced at it briefly.
Then he passed it to Jake. It was similar to Jake’s own
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Undoer card, glossy black writing on a matte black background. Jake turned it over in the light and read the words
that were neatly printed across its surface.
DOCTOR OF DEMONOLOGY

Jake blinked. “Doctor of demonology? Now that’s a
job!” He flipped the card over and read the other side.
COLIN BROWN

To be honest, Jake had been expecting a cooler name.
Still, the next line was interesting:
University of Deadhaven
the Afterworld
“Deadhaven?” Jake looked at Cora. They’d seen the city
of Deadhaven once, its lights twinkling in the distance. It
was the City of the Dead. “You’re from the Afterworld?”
The man nodded. “I’m happy to say that I passed to
the Afterworld seamlessly some fifty years ago, after a
particularly mundane death that I don’t care to elaborate
on, which definitely wasn’t embarrassing.” He coughed,
reached for a book, and handed it to Cora.
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It fell through her hands. She glared at him. “It’s rude to
assume that all ghosts have a physical presence just because
you do.”
“Of course. My apologies . . .” he mumbled.
Jake knew that ghosts could take any form, ranging
from solid to immaterial. There were even some rare Specters who could flit between the two states. Cora, though,
could not do this. She had some solidity, but not much.
It meant she could pass through walls, but also that she
was unable to play computer games because she couldn’t
hold the controller. Only her hockey stick had a truly solid
physical presence—even in her intangible hands, it became
a formidable weapon.
The man bent down, picked the book up off the floor,
and handed it to Jake. “Take this. You should read it,
Green.”
Jake’s eyes opened wide. It looked like a very long read.
“Now?”
“Whenever,” said the man.
Jake wasn’t sure he had time to read a book, what with
school work, computer games, and Undoing—even one
gifted him by a ghost. “What is it about?” he asked.
“In part, it is a family history . . .” Colin Brown replied.
He paused. “Of sorts.”
“Whose?” asked Jake.
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“That’s the point.” The demonologist smiled. “Yours.”
He leaned over and took the book back from Jake, opening
it at a bookmarked page. “It tells the story of the rising of
Fenris the Fallen Reaper . . . You know something of him,
I believe?”
Jake’s heart sank at the mention of the reaper who had
once, long ago, tried to overthrow the Afterworld Authorities; a reaper who believed that demons were the rightful
masters of the living and the dead.
“I found a severed finger containing his trapped spirit,”
said Jake. “As one does. And then we saved the universe
from his followers. People who wanted to bring his spirit
back to life . . . I mean death . . . I mean . . . You know what
I mean.” He looked at Cora for help.
Cora sighed. “You tell the story so badly, Precious.” She
turned to the demonologist. “Basically we saved the world.”
The demonologist nodded and placed his spectacles on
his nose. “Indeed. Your story has been recorded. At first,
we at the University of Deadhaven, chroniclers of history
and predictors of the future, thought a cruel twist of fate
had entrusted the safety of all humans, living and dead,
to the hands of mere children.” His eyes twinkled as he
peered at both of them in turn over the top of his spectacles. “But then something turned up . . .” He paused and
smiled at Jake. “Do you have it? Do you have the tooth?”
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Jake swallowed. He reached up to his neck and pulled
on the cord that held the tooth he’d found on the submerged tree in the black waters of the Eternal Void.
The demonologist’s face broke into a happy grin
at the sight of the large tooth dangling from the cord.
His voice dropped to a whisper. “Fascinating . . . fascinating.” He looked Jake in the eyes. “It must be the
one . . . Surely . . . Can I touch it?”
The demonologist reached forward. As he did, his hand
pulled out farther from his sleeve and Jake could see a
The demonologist followed
Jake’s gaze and pulled
his arm back.

“Of course, if you’d rather I didn’t touch it, I quite understand. These things can have sentimental value.” He smiled
kindly.
Jake felt uncomfortable. He didn’t know why. It was
just a tooth. Well, a tooth rescued from the depths of the
Eternal Void. “Uhh . . . no. I’d rather you didn’t.” Jake
shielded the tooth with his hand. He looked toward the
door of the shop, wanting to leave. The place smelled of
old books, and the dust was starting to irritate his throat.
Outside he could see Sab still engrossed in his phone. He
was like a beacon, signaling Jake back to the real world.
The normal world. The safe world. A world where kids
could just be kids.
Jake preferred that world.
The demonologist smiled again. “Of course, of course, I
understand.” He stroked his chin thoughtfully. “We need
to validate it, that is all . . .” He looked at Jake and his brow
furrowed. “We need to be sure.”
“Sure of what?”
The demonologist reached into his pocket and took
out an eyeglass. Screwing it into his eye socket, he leaned
toward Jake once more. “Hold it still . . .” he said quietly.
“Hold it still.”
For a few seconds they stayed like that. Jake standing,
slightly awkwardly, with an old man peering at the tooth
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strung around his neck. Then finally, with a groan, the
demonologist straightened. Jake tucked the tooth back
beneath his hoodie as the old man turned and reached
for another book, placing it in Jake’s hands. “Read this,
too.” He reached for another. “And this.” The doctor was
excited. Now he scampered around the shop, taking books
from everywhere and stacking them in Jake’s arms until
Jake was forced to put them down in a heap on a table.
“What did you need to be sure of ?” Jake repeated.
The doctor stopped and turned to face Jake and Cora.
“You know what happened to Fenris after his fall? When
his spirit was in hiding in the Earthly Plane? He took the
body of a living man—so when the man’s life ended, Fenris could pass back into the Afterworld undetected and
restart what he’d begun.”
“But the Embassy of the Dead trapped his spirit in the
composer’s finger,” said Jake.
The demonologist nodded. “But that is near history.”
He scratched his head. “What do you know of the time
before Fenris was chased from the Afterworld?”
Jake shook his head. “Not much.”
The demonologist took the first book back from Jake
and leafed through its pages. “Do you know of the demon
army he raised? Do you know of the battle of Deadhaven?
And have you heard of Uthred Dragon?” He held the book
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open at an old inked illustration. A Viking warrior stood
on a rock, holding a huge ax and gazing out over a sea.
Cora was puzzled. “I’ve heard of Uthred. I think.
Can’t quite remember where, though.” She shrugged and
looked at Jake. “It’s been a while since my history classes,
to be fair.”
But Jake wasn’t listening. “Uthred Dragon!” he murmured. Now that was a cool name. “But what does that
have to do with—”
The demonologist held up his finger for silence and
began to read from the book.
“Uthred Dragon had spent his entire lifetime fighting.
It was all he knew. From his boyhood in a small village in
Daneland, through his teenage years earning his place as a
Viking warrior chieftain, and on to adulthood. By the time
he was thirty, he had crossed the North Sea with an army of
warriors, waged war across ancient Britain, and then crossed
the Channel, where he died aged thirty and a day, taking an
unlucky arrow to the eye while storming the beaches of France.
He arrived in the Afterworld with three hundred of his warriors and the blood of thousands on his ax.”
The demonologist looked up from the book to make sure
they were paying attention.
They were.
“If his men had sought a peaceful afterlife, they would
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have been disappointed. But for Uthred Dragon, the timing was perfect. A war was raging between the Afterworld
Authorities—a combination of ancient demon families and the
dead—and a band of powerful rebel demons, led by Fenris, who
fought to plunge the worlds of living and dead into chaos.”
Jake stared at the demonologist. “You mean there were
demons fighting for both sides?”
The demonologist nodded. “Indeed.” His fingers traced
the words in the book where he’d been interrupted.
“A great battle was waged on the outskirts of Deadhaven
in the Afterworld. The dead fell in great numbers, their bodies disappearing into the ether as they fell upon the demon
weaponry. Only the greater demons known as reapers, still
loyal to the Authorities, could even dream of facing Fenris in
combat, for he was the strongest and most vicious of them
all. One of these reapers, Mawkins of the Hare, marched out
with a phalanx of bonewulf to meet him.”
Jake shuddered. He remembered Mawkins—a demon
built of the soil and of the trees, the grimmest of grim reapers, whose scythe could cut a hole to the Eternal Void, but
who was—when all was said and done—a friend of the
good and an enemy of the forces of Fenris.
“Mawkins and Fenris fought for two days, until eventually Mawkins fell, his shoulder clamped and torn in the jaws
of Fenris, who was occupying his monstrous lupine form.”
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“Monstrous lupine form?” Jake looked at Cora.
“It means wolf-like. A giant wolf,” Cora hissed. “Stop
interrupting!”
“The army of the Authorities watched with horror as Fenris prepared to administer the death blow to Mawkins—the
strike that would surely mean the defeat of all that was great
and good about the Afterworld; a strike that would mean the
enslavement of all the living and the dead. But a lone figure
stood forward from the crowd, and Fenris scoffed as he saw
that it was a mere member of the dead. But this warrior was
no normal dead man. This warrior was Uthred Dragon.”
“Such a cool name,” whispered Jake to himself. Cora
rolled her eyes.
“Uthred swung his mighty ax as Fenris leaped, cleaving
the wolf’s bottom jaw in half. Seeing Fenris so injured, the
armies of the Afterworld Authorities, humans and demons
alike, rallied and drove the rebel demons from Deadhaven
toward the Outerlands of the Afterworld.”
Cora swung her hockey stick through the air in the
motion of one cleaving the jaw of a monstrous lupine
demon. “That’s when Fenris fled to the Earthly Plane.”
Jake nodded glumly. “And all my problems started.”
The demonologist cleared his throat and continued
reading.
“Uthred Dragon took one of Fenris’s teeth from the broken
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jaw as a trophy. He marched with the Authorities’ army
until they faced the broken and demoralized demon army.
Fenris had fled, and the remaining rebel demons were driven
into the Eternal Void.”
The demonologist paused and gazed at the tooth once
more. “Fenris could cross between the Eternal Void, the
Earthly Plane, and the Afterworld by tearing a hole in the
air with his teeth. This lost tooth became the Authorities’
greatest weapon, and with it, the rebel demons were sent
to the Eternal Void.
“One of the rebel demons could survive in the Eternal Void.
Its name was the Hangman, so called for its habit of draping the remains of the dead in the branches of trees. Uthred
spoke to his men: ‘Today my final battle will be fought, but
tomorrow my heir will rise, and he shall bear the tooth trophy
of Uthred Dragon, the demon-slayer. The lineage of demon
kings shall be ended for all time.’”
The demonologist looked up from the book and read the
last part from memory:
“Ignoring the wisdom of his celestial allies and the pleas
of his men, Uthred Dragon waded into the Void to slay the
final rebel demon. He was never seen again. The tooth was
lost forever.”
Jake’s hand crept to his pendant. He swallowed nervously. “You mean this is the tooth of Fenris?”
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The demonologist closed the book and spoke to Jake.
“You know what the ancient Norse bards called the young
of dragons in their tales and songs around the fireside?”
Jake shook his head. “I literally have no idea.”
A voice sounded from behind them. “They called them
wormlings, Mr. Green. Wormlings. You are the heir to
Uthred Dragon, Jake. You are the Chosen One.”
Jake’s mouth dropped open. Cora eventually broke the
quiet.
“God help us all,” she said.
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THE GOMSEER
The unexpected voice had come through an open doorway.
Jake and Cora turned toward the sound to see a figure
sitting in a high-backed, studded leather armchair that was
positioned in such a way that only a hand was visible.
Jake blinked. The room was much larger than could
have ever fitted into the old barbershop.
Cora gripped her hockey stick tightly and was about
to step into the room when the demonologist held up a
cautioning finger.
“It is an apparition,” he whispered. “What you see and
hear is a projection from the Afterworld . . .”
Cora paused and then addressed the seated figure. “Who
are you?” she demanded.
The speaker ignored her. “I sensed it when we first met,
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Jake. I sensed you were special. Of course, I could not have
foreseen that you were the heir to Uthred Dragon. Not
until I heard you had found a tooth in the Hangman’s tree!
But we needed to make sure. Hence the demonologist’s
presence.”
The demonologist bowed his head slightly. “It is an
honor to be of assistance.”
The other man stood up from the chair. The first thing
that Jake noticed was that his head was not on his shoulders
where you might expect it to be—instead it was tucked
neatly under his arm. Actually it was the only thing that
Jake noticed for a moment before the man turned to face
him and Jake’s memory kicked in. “Tokelo Fortune, the
Minister of Security for the Afterworld!”
The man who had named him Wormling. The guest of
honor at the ceremony where he had been given the position of Undoer.
Tokelo Fortune beamed. “You remember me! How satisfying. When the name Wormling came to my lips, I was as
surprised as you were. I had no idea you’d turn out to have
such a pedigree.” He burst into a short peal of laughter.
Jake nodded. How could he forget a man with a removable head?
Minister Fortune chuckled and motioned around the
room in which he stood. “Splendid, isn’t it? These are
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